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Gives you the keys to unlock your digital footprint and the tools to manage it as you want
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Our productOur story
We are all born honest, curious, social, and
with an innate sense of justice. As we grow, we
learn what belongs to us and we guard it with
all our might.

Then, the digital age came along with
opportunities, connections, and information
about our world and about ourselves. Along
the way, we lost ownership of what’s ours
online. We lock our front doors, yet reveal it all
through digital windows.

At Mine, we have the keys to unlock the
information that’s out there about you. Our
app empowers you to discover your digital
footprint, and it gives you the tools to manage
it as you want.

We are founded by three entrepreneurs from
the tech world. We used our deep insight to
balance the game between humans and big
tech, while being completely transparent about
how we run our company.

That’s our promise to you and now we want
you to claim what’s yours.

Discover your digital footprint. Map
all companies that hold your
information, what type of
information they collect and who
they share it with?

Service ranking. Search any service
and understand its compliance level
(GDPR and user agreement analysis)

Understand your footprint. What
are the risks of exposure to digital
threats? How does your digital
footprint relate to your real life?

Put you in the driver seat. Exercise
your legal rights in a click, manage
your footprint and offer data breach
mitigation
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Reduce your employees digital exposure to
reduce your company exposure and avoid
potential risks

Earn trust by helping your customers control
their privacy

Fair exchange. Understand customer needs and
expectations when it comes to privacy

Mine®

Mine is not just a product. Mine is a
movement where businesses and
users work together to reinvent how
personal information is handled


